Glen India introduces Modern Appliances
Glen Appliances India introduces new range of innovative appliances, with functionality and
aesthetics as its key features. The latest additions are Bread Maker, Glass grill, Air fryer,
Room Heaters, Glass Kettle with Tea Making attachment, Travel Kettle and a Hand Mixer.
The products have been designed dexterously for the future homes and serve the
contemporary living needs to the fullest. Relish the taste of fresh homemade breads
with Bread maker GL 3034 which comes with 12 menu presetting and serves the bread lovers
delectable bread, cakes, jams with simple settings.
For the people who love grilled food, Glen introduces teppanyaki style of cooking to kitchen
with its Glass Grill GL 3033 which is compact and stylish. The pore-free and sealed German
Schott Ceran ceramic glass surface to cook directly and fast, thus minimal fat is required and
the vitamins and minerals are not drawn out; foods retain their natural flavor and remain
juicy and tender. Now make sumptuous barbeques in minutes and indulge into a hassle free
cooking. Another product for the health conscious people is Glen Digital Air Fryer GL 3041, a
product designed for the people who believe in healthy living. Now enjoy all the favorite
French fries, nuggets and snacks without deep-frying but simply air frying them, which means
make it up to 80% oil free. The fryer circulates air up to 200C around foods like chips,
chicken, fish, thus is able to brown them off nicely with less use of oil. It is equipped with a
grill and a fan to blow very hot air around food at high speeds. This achieves the browning
and crisping which is seen when food is fried, roasted, toasted or baked.
Add the fragrance of freshly brewed tea to lives with Glen Tea Maker & Kettle GL 9010,
which makes tea conveniently by just moving the stainless steel tea filter assembly up and
down, thereby infusing the tea leaves in the tea. And after detaching this assembly, this is a
glass kettle, simply pour and enjoy a flavored morning. Make travel plans more comfortable
and carry Travel Kettle GL 9009 which is Compact, stylish and easy to clean and also comes
with two travel cups and spoons for convenience.
From kitchen to now rooms, Glen stretches its reach by adding warmth in lives through
its PTC and Oil Heaters. These heaters are much advanced than other available heaters as,
they burn no oxygen, create no suffocation and dryness and are much faster in heating and
very efficient in terms of energy saving. The Glen oil filled radiator heater GL 7011, uses a
cycle of oil which acts as a heating reservoir to keep the fins heated. As the oil circulates, it
is kept warm by an electric heating coil and thus heats the air in contact in an effective
manner. For faster heating results unlike other OFR heater this comes with a turbo fan and
PTC ceramic chip and is available in 9/11/13 fins.
Glen PTC heaters GL7012 lowers the maintenance down time as no fuses to change, and
doesn’t let the current surpass the set temperature, making them safe and energy efficient.
PTC ceramic chips are highly reliable, have longer life and are compact making these heaters
portable and handy with better performance.
“We have always taken care of consumer needs and have developed the smart products for
much easier and healthier lifestyles. All these appliances have been designed keeping in mind
the urban requirement of future homes that is why the technology used is much advanced and
adds more comfort to busy lives.” says Sohrab, from Glen Appliances. The other range of
kitchen appliances like electric kettle, pop-up toaster, OTG and hand mixer, Food

Processors, Mixer Grinders, Choppers, and Blenders adds to the company's wide array of
product line. These products are pocket friendly and available at all the leading stores.
Glen aims to keep on serving its customers with smarter innovations and elegant designs,
made for easier and healthier lives. And for all the internet savvy people Glen brings a live
demo of all these innovations, just click the link and enjoy a sneak peak to the future
world. http://www.youtube.com/GlenAppliancesIndia or simply shop them
at http://glenindia.com/shop/ for further information mail to anand@glenindia.com.
- See more at: http://www.indiaprwire.com/pressrelease/consumer/20131204272551.htm

